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President's Welcome

It's an honor to welcome each of you to The Whole Child Conference,
the first of it's kind in our state! I'm proud to join many across the country supporting the Whole Child
movement in order to ensure students in our state are - Healthy, Safe, Supported, Engaged, and Challenged.
This two-day conference is filled with opportunities to learn and network, giving schools the tools and
resources to implement an approach to support the social, emotional, physical and cognitive development of
our students.
Participants will also be inspired by our keynote speakers over the course of these two days. Our first
keynote, Manny Scott, an original Freedom Fighter, has empowered millions to improve the quality of not
only their own lives, but also the lives of those around them. Dave Rendall has inspired leaders of the US
military and Fortune 500 companies, sharing his message about the incredible power of our perceived
weaknesses and how we can turn these into our greatest strengths. Lastly, School Superintendent Joanne
Avery will share a powerful keynote about school/district preparedness when confronted with tragedy.
Thank you for joining us for the conference. I look forward to learning alongside you and helping to lead our
state in supporting the Whole Child.
Nicky Andrews, SCASCD President
The Whole Child Approach

The demands of the 21st century require a new approach to education to fully prepare students for college,
career, and citizenship. Research, practice, and common sense confirm that a whole child approach to
education will develop and prepare students for the challenges and opportunities of today and tomorrow by
addressing students' comprehensive needs through the shared responsibility of students, families, schools,
and communities.
All educators want to improve the work they do for students, their families, and the community. Whether it's
instruction, school climate, leadership, family engagement, or any of the other issues schools face on a daily
basis, all educators need tools to help them improve their actions and methods. A whole child approach,
which ensures that each student is healthy, safe, engaged, supported, and challenged, sets the standard for
comprehensive, sustainable school improvement and provides for long-term student success.
ASCD's Whole Child approach is an effort to transition from a focus on narrowly defined academic
achievement to one that promotes the long-term development and success of all children.

Whole Child Tenets

Each student enters school healthy and learns about and practices a healthy lifestyle.
Each student learns in an environment that is physically and emotionally safe for students and adults.
Each student is actively engaged in learning and is connected to the school and broader community.
Each student has access to personalized learning and is supported by qualified, caring adults.
Each student is challenged academically and prepared for success in college or further study and for
employment and participation in a global environment.

Thursday, October 18
8:30

Check-in/Visit Business Partners

9:15

Welcome

Remarks: Molly Spearman, SC Superintendent of Education

Recognition of Whole Child Award-winning Schools

9:45

Keynote Speaker: Manny Scott

An original Freedom Writer whose story is told in part in the 2007 hit movie Freedom Writers,
Manny Scott has energized more than 2 million leaders, educators, volunteers, and students
worldwide with his authentic, inspiring messages of hope. In his keynote, The Power of One,
Manny shares how he went from a 0.6 GPA and a high school dropout to a PhD student, husband,
father, pilot, and public servant. This presentation reminds leaders that even on their worst days,
they can be someone’s best hope.
11:15

Recognition of Business Partners

Break/Book Signing by Manny Scott

Tweet @SCASCD
11:35

Whole Child Overview

11:50

Lunch/Book Signing by Manny Scott

#SCASCDWholeChild

Visit Business Partners

Concurrent Sessions 1:00-1:45

Eco Royale: Using Gaming Strategies to Challenge
Learners

Emerging Leaders: Ignite!
Tenets: Safe, Healthy, Engaged, Supported, Challenged

New to the tenets of the Whole Child? Come hear from our
SCASCD Emerging Leaders as they share information about
each of the 5 Tenets of the Whole Child and how you can
begin implementing the tenets in your school.
Room: Ballroom A

Tenet: Challenged

Sara Newell & Amanda West, Teachers, Sterling School
In this session, participants will learn about using
strategies and themes from the world of video games to
reach and challenge adolescent students. The presenters
will share the standards addressed (both SC content areaScience and ELA, and the 21st Century or “soft skills”) and
share a variety of strategies for incorporating technology,
collaboration, art integration and problem solving. The

SCASCD Whole Child Award-winning Schools

presenters will also challenge participants to play the

Irmo Elementary School Tenet: Supported

augmented reality elements of the game while

Lake Carolina Lower Tenet: Engaged

demonstrating how this style of interaction can be modified

Chapin Intermediate School Tenet: Challenged

for a variety of lessons and units. Participants will receive a

Come hear our SCASCD Whole Child Award-winning

unit overview with standards and rubrics included,

schools share their programs and how they highlight the

directions for the presenters' game version, as well as tips

tenets of the Whole Child in each of their unique school

and tricks for implementing this challenging, engaging, and

communities.

exciting style of learning through gaming in their own

Room: Ballroom F

classrooms.
Room: Ballroom B

Thursday, October 18
Concurrent Sessions 1:00-1:45

Teach Emotional Intelligence in Every Classroom

Trauma Informed Teacher Tools

Tenet: Healthy

Tenet: Safe

Jennifer Massey, Executive Director, Still Wind Ministries

Jennifer Szalwinski, Professor, Francis Marion University

Teaching emotional intelligence to all age children is

Today's children are experiencing a world full of trauma. Is

absolutely necessary for safe schools because they are

your school trauma informed? Participants will gain initial

emotionally developing and making decisions that impact

understanding of trauma and Adverse Childhood

others. In the same we teach physical education as a

Experiences (ACEs) and the effects trauma has on student

developing lifelong skill for healthy living, emotional

learning. In addition, participants will leave with strategies

intelligence must become a standard classroom curriculum.

for a trauma informed school and classroom.

The increased rate of anxiety among children is a result of

Room: Ballroom C

raising expectations without proportionate mental
preparation. It is our responsibility to fully equip children
to meet the demands we place on them. As a veteran child

Tweet @SCASCD

and adolescent therapist I have been teaching children
emotional intelligence as a solution for multiple behavioral,
academic and social problems. The corporate sector has

#SCASCDWholeChild

been using emotional intelligence as standard practice for
over a decade. The information is easily accessible through
research literature and mainstream sources. This
workshop will introduce a foundational curriculum that can

Concurrent Sessions 2:00-2:45

be used in the classroom as group instruction, selfreflection, and one to one interactions.

Software is Not Intervention: Live Online Instruction

Room: Ballroom D

is the Answer!
Tenet: Supported

Tameika Morant, Principal, CF Murray Middle School
I think we can all agree: A software-only intervention
approach is not the solution to meet the changing needs of
our learners. In this session, the audience will see how
combining technology with live online human interaction is
the future of teaching to engage learners and get results. By
moving away from a traditional, isolated classroom
experience and towards live, online instruction, learners
are able to collaborate with one another in small groups and
schools are able to utilize technology as a driver for
learning rather than the entire solution. In this session, the
audience will learn about “a new way to classroom,” hear
case studies that highlight academic impact data in
different classroom formats and will walk away with key
principles and execution pointers on how to best bring live
online instruction to their schools and classrooms!
Room: Ballroom F

Thursday, October 18

Concurrent Sessions 2:00-2:45
How Spartanburg 6 is Addressing Mental Health

Practical Strategies for Engaging, Challenging &

Issues

Supporting English Learners

Tenet: Healthy

Tenets: Engaged, Challenged, Supported

Janet Holmes, Director of Special Services, Spartanburg

Dr. Lisa Stockdale, Assistant Professor, Coker College

School District Six

Meeting the needs of English learners (ELs) is a growing

Spartanburg 6 has a clear and defined process for steps to

concern as school-age populations across the U.S. become

be taken if students make threats of self harm or harm to

more diverse. South Carolina now ranks first in the nation

others. The district has put together a risk assessment

for the fastest percentage of growth of ELs. This

manual in order to help guide school teams in making

presentation addresses ways for teachers to build

decisions about next steps for students. The objective of this

sociocultural consciousness and cultural competence,

session is to ensure that all districts understand that they

create more culturally responsive (CR) classroom

can provide a level of mental health support potentially

environments in which students feel safe to be themselves,

with no additional staff.

and encourage ELs to actively engage in learning. This

Room: Ballroom D

session offers practical strategies that teachers can
implement as well as resources teachers can access which

Rewriting the Script:

support and challenge ELs academically in the classroom
and help prepare them for future success. This session is a

Trauma Informed Problem Solving and Conflict

must for early childhood and elementary teachers.

Resolution in Schools

Room: Ballroom B

Tenet: Safe

Bailey Nelson, Clinical Counselor, Spartanburg
Have you ever considered changing the way you relate to

Generate Excitement around Literacy Improvement

students during moments of conflict? Have you wondered

Using a Teacher-led, Team-focused Initiative!

why it's so difficult to move away from unhealthy patterns

Tenet: Engaged

and cycles of disciplinary incidents? Administrators and

Dr. Connie Williams, Literacy Coach, Moultrie Middle

teachers are often left feeling helpless in addressing

School

behavioral and emotional issues that impede on a student's

The term “walk-through” has been used in a variety of ways

ability to be healthy and successful in the classroom. The

– most commonly by administrators as a method for

impact of trauma on a student's ability to successfully

obtaining a quick overview of how classroom instruction is

navigate difficult interactions is without question. This

going in the building. This whole-school initiative does

session will provide participants with trauma-informed

involve short classroom visits, but offers a new way of

approaches to de-escalation and conflict resolution in

assessing the effectiveness of literacy instruction using a

schools. Participants will explore scripted interactions and

non-threatening, highly engaging process that is teacher-

identify unhealthy patterns of intervention. Through

led and focuses only on positive, visible evidence seen in

interactive discussion and role-play, participants will learn

each classroom. Come learn this step-by-step method that

to re-write their approaches to student-teacher and

generates excitement, engages teachers in meaningful

student-student problem solving and conflict resolution.

reflection of their own practices, and leads to teachers

Room: Ballroom C

setting and realizing relevant goals in literacy instruction.
Room: Ballroom A

Tools, Tools and More Tools (Web Tools, That Is)

Thursday, October 18

Tenets: Engaged, Supported, Challenged

Debbie Jarrett, Instructional Technology Specialist, ETV
Concurrent Sessions 3:00-3:45
Rethink Lecture . . . I Think So!

I'll share my top 10 favorite webtools - maybe more if we
have time! Some old, some new and some with a twist on
how to integrate them into your lessons.
Room: Ballroom B

Tenet: Engaged

Keasha Grant, Instructional Technology Specialist, Sumter
Whole Child, Whole School, Whole Community

School District
Today's learner is a digital native with a limited attention

Tenets: Engaged

span. As more districts adopt 1:1 computing, it's very

Hamilton Parks, Assistant Principal, Mauldin Elementary

important to consider effective integration of flipped and

School

blended learning strategies. This session explores the idea

In this session, participants will learn about the elements

of breaking lessons down into short presentation segments.

necessary to engage the whole child outside of the

Participants will explore digital tools such as Edpuzzle,

classroom walls, but within the school walls, such as

screencasts, and more.

traditions and terminology. Best practices for effective

Room: Ballroom A

culture, school-wide procedures and norms, will be shared
in order to empower teachers and staff to model and expect

Engage the Change-makers in Your Classroom:
Students Take Action to Solve the World's Biggest

excellence for all students. With a thorough understanding
of the importance of school culture, participants will be able
to carry their school-wide excellence into the greater

Challenges

community around their schools.

Tenet: Safe

Room: Ballroom F

Kimm Murfitt, Instructional Coach & Julie Keane &
Anamarie Knight, Cabarrus County Schools
Looking for ways to inspire your students to become
instruments of positive change as global citizens? Join in
this inspired session to discover how to use emerging
technologies and purposeful instructional practices to fuel
the collaborative classroom and empower every student to
advocate, innovate, and campaign. Come curate ideas as we
share specific programs, tech tools and apps, and
technology-infused initiatives that develop global
competencies for our students inviting them to (1)
investigate the world, (2) weigh perspectives, (3) apply
disciplinary and interdisciplinary expertise, and (4) take
action! Session participants will learn about the UN
Sustainable Development Goals and global education
connections to standards of practice and ways they can
seamlessly infuse social good practices of empathy and
compassion into current instruction. Come build your
#globaled toolkit as we go broad to narrow and cover the
continuum from pedagogy to practice and local to global.
Room: Ballroom C

WSCC - A Model for Improving Health and Learning
Tenet: Healthy

Erica Ayers, SC Dept. of Health & Environmental Control
Beth Barry, MPH, MCHES
A healthy, safe, and supportive environment is one which
advances the health and well-being of teachers and
students. It is also the same environment that is most
conducive to effective teaching and learning. The Whole
School, Whole Community, Whole Child (WSCC) model
aligns policies, processes, and practices of education, public
and school health to improve learning and health.
Evidence-based, best practice resources will be shared for
implementing the WSCC model to create a healthier school,
including CDC's Virtual Healthy School, ASCD's The WSCC
Model: Ideas for Implementation, and the National
Association of Chronic Disease Directors' The WSCC Model:
A Guide to Implementation. Participants will share their
experiences providing healthy, sustainable learning
environments that support the whole child and the next
steps they will take to support wellness and academic

Tweet @SCASCD

success of students and staff in their school district or
school.

#SCASCDWholeChild

Room: Ballroom D

CONGRATULATIONS!
Whole Child Award-winning Schools

Chapin Intermediate School

Tenet: Challenged

Chapin Intermediate School challenges students through an instructional program that prepares all
students for continued success and inspires a passion for learning and serving. In order to meet the
needs of all students, teachers participate in the “Data Teams 4 Learning” (DT4L) process. Data
teams develop a standards-based common formative assessment (CFA), analyze students’
performance on the CFA, set goals and discuss differentiated strategies to address the specific needs
of each targeted group. Teachers monitor the effectiveness throughout the cycle and meet to reflect
at the end of the unit. The process includes frequent coaching through certified data team trainers.
These methods have allowed students to experience tremendous academic growth.

Lake Carolina Lower School

Tenet: Engaged

Lake Carolina Lower offers a vast array of programs and activities to engage all students both
during the regular school day and before and after school hours. Project based learning is
incorporated with standards as students conduct outdoor garden box project and build communities.
Immersion experiences are provided in all grade levels to bring content to life.
One classroom is set up throughout the year featuring Antarctica Exploration, Native American
study, camping theme to teach standards in language arts and math, 101 Dalmations for the 101st day
of school and a football field for math concepts and writing during Super Bowl week.
Lake Carolina engages families and the community in meaningful ways through in-house activities,
field studies, evening family events, classroom projects and service learning projects.
Through intentional efforts to provide a variety of opportunities, LCE’s students are able to
maximize their learning experiences through continual engagement.

Irmo Elementary School

Tenet: Supported

The mission of Irmo Elementary School supports students by nurturing and preparing every child
with the knowledge and problem-solving skills to succeed in an increasingly global community. By
offering rigorous, diverse instructional programs that are data-driven,they foster superior
achievement, responsible citizenship and a foundation for lifelong learning. Pre- kindergarteners
participate in developmentally appropriate, structured learning activities in all subject areas and
related arts. Advanced learners in kindergarten through 2nd grade participate in a book club and
WIN (What I Need) time one hour a day to support students using an inquiry approach to instruction
and learning. The I AM Gold Leadership program teaches and builds habits that allow students to
become more independent and confident. The Reading All-Star’s Program provides several new
books for each student to take home and read over the summer, and community partners provide
tutoring, mentoring and snacks to further support students.
Irmo Elementary prides themselves in being a family where acceptance, love and support are felt by
all who enter their building.

Friday, October 19
8:30

Check-in/Visit Business Partners

8:45

Business Meeting

9:00

Welcome

Recognition of SC Legislator of the Year: SC Representative Rita Allison

9:30

Keynote Speaker: David Rendall

Author of The Four Factors of Effective Leadership; The Freak Factor; The Freak Factor for Kids and
Pink Goldfish, Dave has spoken to audiences on every inhabited continent. Do you want more happiness,
fulfillment, and energy? Do you want to dramatically improve your productivity and increase employee
performance? Our parents, teachers, and managers have told us that, if we want to succeed, we should
find and fix our weaknesses. However, this is the wrong approach because each weakness is also a
strength. We can create outrageous personal and professional success by amplifying flaws, instead of
denying them.
11:00

Break/Visit Business Partners

11:15

Keynote Speaker: Dr. Joanne Avery, Superintendent of Anderson School District 4

For the past 29 years in public education in SC, she has served as a teacher and has held numerous
administrative roles. In 2016, under Dr. Avery’s leadership, Townville Elementary School was the victim
of a fatal school shooting. As a second year superintendent, she had to respond to the magnitude of
challenges from immediate response to recovery. She is known for her candidness in telling her story,
which really drives home the message of preparedness.
12:00

Lunch/Visit Business Partners

Concurrent Sessions 1:00-1:45

Leadership Competencies- How Values Drive the Vision

Challenges and Opportunities: Why Poverty Matters and
Why YOU Can Matter More

Tenet: Engaged

Mike Strawbridge, Vice President of Strawbridge Studios,
Inc.
Leaders have followers. Look behind you and who do you
see? More importantly, why are they following you? Learn
how the values you demonstrate and the values you
communicate as most important for your organization can
cultivate a culture that thrives. Your values are more
important than your vision. Come learn why!
Room: Ballroom B

Tenet: Challenged

Tammy Pawloski , Professor, Francis Marion University
Life with limited resources can negatively impact
achievement and life success, but the good news is that
schools and teachers can matter more! Explore highestyield school moves and their foundation in neuroscience,
and take away access to 25 budget-neutral brain-based
strategies. Learn how to reframe the challenges faced by
teachers in high-poverty schools as opportunities for
revealing the often-hidden potential of every learner every
day.

Tweet @SCASCD

#SCASCDWholeChild

Room: Ballroom D

Friday, October 19
Concurrent Sessions 1:00-1:45
Supporting the Needs of the Whole Child through

Emerging Leaders: Ignite!

Interdepartmental Collaboration

Tenets: Safe, Healthy, Engaged, Supported, Challenged

Tenet: Supported

New to the tenets of the Whole Child? Come hear from our

Ellen Hampshire, MTSS Coordinator & Melanie DeWitt,

SCASCD Emerging Leaders as they share information about

Director of School Psychological Services & Jennifer

each of the 5 Tenets of the Whole Child and how you can

Driscoll, Data & Quality Specialist

begin implementing the tenets in your school.

Representatives from Greenville County Schools'

Room: Ballroom A

departments in Psychological Services, Accountability and
Quality Assurance, and Academics/MTSS will present their
work in interdepartmental collaboration when enacting
whole child support efforts. Presenters will articulate how
they utilized Fixsenâ€™s Stages of Implementation
through an interdepartmental collaborative effort and will
discuss professional learning created to stimulate shifts in
school teams toward a whole child approach. Presenters
will also provide the ongoing parallel work completed with
principals to enable school-wide and classroom
environments supportive of all learners.
Room: Ballroom C

RECHARGE! Managing Stress and Avoiding Burnout
Tenant: Healthy

David Rendall, Keynote Speaker
Are you burned out? Do you feel overwhelmed by personal
and professional stress? If you want to recharge yourself
and reclaim control of your physical, emotional and mental
well-being, this seminar can help. We will explore the
causes and symptoms of burnout, as well as six proven
stress management strategies. You will learn how to:
• Take control of your responses to stress
• Focus on what is really important
• Use passion to overcome pain
• Develop a new perspective on stress
• Build relationships to prevent burnout
• Balance activity and renewal
Room: Ballroom F

DID YOU KNOW?
SCASCD is providing FREE memberships to ALL first year teachers in SC!

Register today and join a global community of educational leaders
dedicated to excellence in learning, teaching and leading.

Friday, October 19

Concurrent Sessions 2:00-2:45
Farm to School Gardens: STEM Engagement Right in
Know Me, then Teach Me
Your Schoolyard
Tenet: Engaged

Victoria Salvat, Instructional Coach, Blythe Academy of
Languages
There are students in our classroom who are hard to reach
and hard to like. They may have difficult backgrounds or
they may be overshadowed by others. How do we reach
students so that All can learn? With the combined
resources and inspiration from Through the Cracks,
Disrupting Poverty, and Do You Know Enough About Me to
Teach Me? this presentation helps participants come back
to their Why in teaching.
Room: Ballroom B

Tenet: Healthy

Megan Migliozzi, Assistant Farm to School Coordinator &
Dawn Mitchell, Instructional Services with Spartanburg
School District Six
Jean Jacques believed, â€œWe should not teach children
the sciences; but give them a taste for them.â€ In this
workshop, participants will see current examples of
teachers using hands-on STEM strategies and activities
that engage students with school garden-based learning
experiences as well as providing them with inquiry based
learning opportunities that are aligned with current
standards. A school garden should not be the burden of one,
but rather a shared responsibility of both teachers and

FOCUS! Organizing Your Time and Leading Your Life

students. Participants will also work collaboratively to

Tenet: Healthy

preview farm to school resources for starting and

David Rendall, Keynote Speaker

maintaining their own school garden. Operating under the

Are you too busy? Do you feel overwhelmed? Are you

gradual release of responsibility model, our district farm to

constantly being pulled in too many different directions? Is

school program provides support to schools for school

it hard to find time for the things that really matter? Time

garden implementation and integration into standards-

management is more than just checking items off a to-do

based curriculum through professional development

list or squeezing a few more minutes out of each day by

opportunities that engage teachers in creating school

multi-tasking. In fact, these activities can often be

garden maintenance plans that directly involve students.

counterproductive. In order to increase effectiveness and

Room: Ballroom C

restore your peace of mind, it is essential to clarify purpose,
develop plans, prioritize activities, and proactively execute
those priorities each day. This seminar will show you how
to:
• Develop a clear direction for your life

All Hands on Deck: Leveraging Shared Leadership &
Stakeholder Support to Meet the Varying Needs of
K-8 Students

• Set and achieve meaningful goals

Tenets: Supported

• Focus energy on high priority activities

Dr. Josh Patterson, Principal & Casey Noble & Chameka

• Align daily tasks with long-term objectives

Duncan, School Counselors, Sterling School

• Manage interruptions effectively

When given the right environment, ALL students can

Room: Ballroom F

experience success. Come hear how the Sterling School
community is working together to provide the necessary
supports to meet students’ various and diverse needs. With

Tweet @SCASCD

a multi-tiered, personalized framework, that includes
student advisory, PBIS, mentors, and academic remediation
and enrichment, we are partnering with all stakeholders to

#SCASCDWholeChild

ensure that every child reaches their full potential.
Room: Ballroom A

GOLD SPONSORS

SILVER SPONSORS

BRONZE SPONSORS

!
s
U
Join

RON CLARK
with Wade & Hope King,
Authors of The Wild Card
Friday, March 29
R2i2 in Columbia

Register Today
Regular Registration:
SCASCD Member: $170
Non-Member: $200
1st Year Teacher: $50
Full-time, Non-Employed College/
Graduate Student: $25
*After February 1 registration increases
$25/participant

Group Registration:
Special Group Registration (3 or more)*
Save $25 per registration
Each SCASCD Member: $145
($170 after February 1)
Each Non-Member: $175
($200 after February 1)

Please complete Conference Survey

Click Link HERE

Thank You for Joining Us

Conference Certificate

Click Link HERE

